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INTRODUCTION

Specialists from France and Singapore will report  
on the latest trends in microfluidics and explore  
opportunities for collaboration. 
The workshop is generously supported by the 
Institut Français de Singapour (IFS)/French Embassy  
and the National University of Singapore.
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PROGRAMME — THURSDAY 25 JANUARY

Time Name Talk Title

9:00am – 9:30am REGISTRATION

SE
SS

IO
N

 1

Opening Session (Chair: Chwee Teck LIM)

9:30am – 9:45am
Chwee Teck LIM 
& Patrick TABELING

Welcome remarks

9:45am – 10:30am Luke P. LEE 
Quantum biological electron transfer 
and its applications in life science and medicine

10:30am – 11:00am TEA BREAK

SE
SS

IO
N

 2

Mechanobiology and Application (Chair: Huilin SHAO)

11:00am – 11:30am Pablo VARGAS
Mechanobiology of trans-organ migration 
in leukocytes

11:30am – 12:00am Guilherme NADER
Nuclear envelope rupture under confinement 
triggers TREX1-dependent DNA damage and  
cell senescence

12:00pm – 12:30pm Chwee Teck LIM
Cell mechanics based microfluidic platforms  
for disease diagnosis and therapy

12:30pm – 1:30pm LUNCH

SE
SS

IO
N

 3

Droplet Microfluidics (Chair: Marjan ABDORAHIM)

1:30pm – 2:00pm Andrew GRIFFITHS
Droplet-based microfluidics to study the 
emergence and dynamics of evolving systems

2:00pm – 2:30pm Jacques FATTACCIOLI
Functionalised emulsion droplets  
in the immune context

2:30pm – 3:00pm Saif KHAN
Embedding liquid lasers within (or around) 
aqueous microfluidic droplets

3:00pm – 3:30pm TEA BREAK

SE
SS

IO
N

 4

Cell Biology (Chair: Lih Feng CHEOW)

3:30pm – 4:00pm Jerome BIBETTE 
Metabolic diversification supports adaptation  
of yeast cells to a severe challenge

4:00pm – 4:30pm Yi-Chin TOH
Engineering microfluidics for probing 
heterogeneity in tumor-environment interactions

4:30pm – 5:00pm Closing of day 1 / move to BIGHEART

5:00pm – 6:30pm Speakers’ BIGHEART Tour

7:00pm – 9:00pm Speakers’ Dinner

PROGRAMME — FRIDAY 26 JANUARY

Time Name Talk Title

SE
SS

IO
N

 1 Clinical Applications (Chair: Patrick TABELING)

9:30am – 10:00am Darren LIM Microfluidics in cancer

10:00am – 10:30am Jean-Louis VIOVY Pushing microfluidics towards clinical applications

10:30am – 11:00am TEA BREAK

SE
SS

IO
N

 2

Manufacturing and Commercialisation (Chair: Saif KHAN)

11:00am – 11:30am Yong CHEN
Large scale manufacturing of microfluidic  
cell-integration devices

11:30am – 12:00am Zhiping WANG
Tackling the challenges in microfluidics device  
design and manufacturing

12:00am – 12:30pm Ali Asgar BHAGAT Microfluidics medical device development

12:30pm – 1:30pm LUNCH

SE
SS

IO
N

 3

Microfluidic Devices (Chair: Yong CHEN)

1:30pm – 2:00pm Patrick TABELING
Universal diagram of particle deposition  
in microchannels

2:00pm – 2:30pm Marjan ABDORAHIM
Microfluidic actuators based on  
temperature-responsive hydrogels

2:30pm – 3:00pm Michinao HASHIMOTO
Additive manufacturing for fabrication  
of microfluidic devices

3:00pm – 3:30pm TEA BREAK

SE
SS

IO
N

 4

Circulating Biomarkers and Single Cell Analysis (Chair: Michinao HASHIMOTO)

3:30pm – 4:00pm Chia-Hung CHEN
Single cell enzyme analysis for precision medicine  
by using continuous flow microfluidics

4:00pm – 4:30pm Lih Feng CHEOW
Enabling single cell multi-omics analysis  
with microfluidics

4:30pm – 5:00pm Huilin SHAO
Biosensor platforms for molecular analyses  
of circulating exosomes

5:00pm – 5:15pm
Chwee Teck LIM 
& Patrick TABELING

Closing remarks 
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25 JANUARY, Mechanobiology and Application25 JANUARY, Opening Session 
Luke P. LEE
Professor

Founding Director, BIGHEART  
(Biomedical Institute for Global Health Research and Technology)
NUS (National University of Singapore)

Quantum biological electron transfer 
and its applications in life science and medicine

ABSTRACT
In this talk, I will present quantum biological electron transfer and its applications in fundamental 
life sciences and predictive digital health. First, I will introduce a quantum plasmonic nanoscope that 
allows non-invasive optical imaging of quantum biological electron-transfer (QBET) dynamics in 
live cells. The quantum nanoscope is designed to capture the real-time QBET imaging of enzymes 
using Plasmon Resonance Energy Transfer (PRET) mechanism and quantized plasmon quenching 
dips in resonant Rayleigh scattering spectra. Second, I will discuss quantum biological ICs (QBICs) 
for ultrafast precision molecular diagnostic systems. The QBICs comprise three key elements:  
(1) ultrafast photonic amplifications of NA biomarkers; (2) signal amplifications of protein biomarkers; 
(3) a self-contained sample preparation from whole blood on chip, which allows a sample-to-answer 
readout platform for digital health and analytics. Third, I will also examine the important role of  
smart hybrid bioelectronics ICs with molecular electronics for diagnostics and therapeutics systems, 
which will allow us to create predictive digital healthcare systems. 
        If time permits, microphysiological analytics platforms (MAPs), or organs on chip, will be examined 
as innovative solutions in pathogenesis studies, personalised drug discovery, and therapeutics.  
In particular, the real-time imaging of pathogenesis and evolution of mini-brains and pancreatic islets 
MAP will be discussed along with the vision of personalised precision medicine.

BIOGRAPHY 
Professor Luke P. Lee received both his BA and Ph.D. from UC Berkeley. He joined the faculty at  
the UC Berkeley in 1999 after more than a decade of industry experience. He became the Lester 
John and Lynne Dewar Lloyd Distinguished Professor of Bioengineering in 2005. He also served as 
the Chair Professor in Systems Nanobiology at the ETH Zürich from 2006 to 2007. He became 
Arnold and Barbara Silverman Distinguished Professor at Berkeley in 2010 and was reappointed 
again 2015. From 2016 to 2017 Professor Lee was Tan Chin Tuan Centennial Professor, Director of 
the Biomedical Institute for Global Healthcare Research & Technology (BIGHEART), and Associate 
President (International Research and Innovation) at the National University of Singapore. He is 
a Fellow of the Royal Society of Chemistry and the American Institute of Medical and Biological 
Engineering. His work at the interface of biological, physical, and engineering sciences for medicine has 
been recognised by many honors including the IEEE William J. Morlock Award, NSF Career Award, 
Fulbright Scholar Award, and the HoAm Prize. Lee has over 350 peer-reviewed publications and over  
60 international patents filed. His current research interests are quantum biological electron transfers 
in living organisms, molecular diagnostics of neurodegenerative diseases, and in vitro neurogenesis,  
with a focus both on studying fundamental quantum nanobiology and on solving ill-defined problems 
of global healthcare.

Pablo VARGAS
Research Scientist

MOTILE Project Director,  
Systems Biology of Cell Polarity and Cell Division, 
Institut Curie  
IPGG (Institut Pierre Gilles de Gennes)

Mechanobiology of trans-organ migration in leukocytes

ABSTRACT
Adaptive immunity starts with antigen recognition at the periphery of the body.  
This function is performed by dendritic cells (DCs), leukocytes that randomly scan tissues 
searching for harmful particles. After encounter with a pathogenic element, DCs acquire 
the capacity to migrate to lymph nodes, which is essential for the proper functioning of the 
immune system. In this seminar, I will discuss the cellular changes that facilitate migration 
of DCs between distant organs. I will show the use of simplified micro-fabricated tools to 
identify specific actin cytoskeleton rearrangements needed for the proper displacement 
of DCs in complex tissues geometries. I will also show how the role of lysosomal calcium 
can modulate this machinery, coordinating the initiation of specific immune reactions. 
Finally, I will discuss the specific adaptations that some leukocytes have developed to move 
in specific tissue geometries, the physiological relevance of these discoveries and their 
impact in health and disease.

BIOGRAPHY 
Dr. Pablo Vargas is an immunologist who for the past 10 years is dedicated to study  
the mechanisms that optimise cell migration in tissues. In particular, the specific adaptations 
that leukocytes have developed to optimise their movement in complex environments. 
To tackle this question, he implemented simple micro-fabricated tools to study specific 
aspects of cell motility in vitro (Vargas et al, Jove, 2014; Vargas et al, JIM, 2105). He showed 
that specialised leukocytes couple their migration to their specific function, coordinating 
the initiation of specific immune responses (Faure-André*, Vargas* et al, Science, 2008). 
Combining ex vivo imaging and mathematical modelling, he also described specific actin 
cytoskeleton rearrangements needed for fast cell migration in tissues (Vargas et al, 
Nat Cell Biol, 2016, Bretou et al, Science Immunology, 2017). He currently develops an 
ambitious multidisciplinary project to identify the mechanisms that evolution has selected 
to promote efficient cell migration between distant organs.
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Guilherme NADER 
Postdoctoral Researcher

Institut Curie

Nuclear envelope rupture under confinement triggers  
TREX1-dependent DNA damage and cell senescence

ABSTRACT
During in vivo invasion, intracellular forces are transmitted across the cytoskeleton to the nucleus.  
Nuclear deformability limits the cell ability to pass through tight spaces. It was recently shown that cells 
migrating in confined spaces display nuclear envelope (NE) rupture events (assessed by a cytosolic DNA 
sensor) and DNA damage. Of note, only cells displaying entry of the DNA sensor into the nucleus 
showed an increase in DNA damage (assessed by 53BP1 foci). This finding suggested that 1) DNA damage 
associated to confinement might stem from NE rupture, 2) that diffusing cytoplasmic molecules/organelles 
are entering the nucleus after NE rupture and attacking the DNA. In this study, we used confining slides 
containing a layer of micro-pillars of different heights to apply a controlled deformation to cells and their 
nuclei. In order to test if DNA damage is associated to NE rupture, we first determined the confinement 
heights that induce either NE deformation without NE rupture or NE deformation with NE rupture. 
We found that at 2μm confinement, 70% of the cells displayed NE rupture as opposed to only 25% and 
10% of the cells, at 3 and 4μm respectively. Moreover, cells confined at 2μm displayed higher number of 
53BP1 foci compared to cells confined at 3 and 4μm. Careful analysis showed that DNA damage was 
pronounced only in cells displaying NE rupture, thus demonstrating that DNA damage is linked to NE 
rupture. Critically, compromised DNA integrity may trigger non-lethal changes, such as premature aging. 
Therefore we explored whether DNA damage associated to NE rupture caused cell senescence.  
Cells confined at 2 but not 4μm displayed senescence phenotypes such as increased percentage of β-Gal 
positive cells and number of HP1γ heterochromatin foci. Next, we aimed at identifying the factor responsible 
for DNA damage following NE rupture. TREX1 is the most abundant cytosolic exonuclease and it was shown 
to attack chromatin bridges that persisted in cytokinesis, following rupture of the NE that reformed around 
them. Strikingly, DNA damage was greatly reduced in TREX1-depleted cells (rescued to the same levels of 
cells not displaying NE rupture). Importantly, TREX1 knockdown rescued cell senescence in cells confined at 
2μm, suggesting that TREX1-associated DNA damage following NE rupture is promoting cell senescence.  
Here we described for the first time a causal relationship between NE rupture, DNA damage and cell 
senescence in cells under confinement and identified TREX1 as a key player in this pathway. Importantly, 
cancer cells often migrate through narrow environments and if cell senescence is not activated upon DNA 
damage they might survive confined migration to colonise distant tissues with an increased genomic instability.

BIOGRAPHY 
Dr. Guilherme Nader has been conducting research for the last 13 years in the field of the Cell Biology and 
more specifically on the role of different cytoskeleton components for cell migration. After completing his 
Masters studies on focal adhesion dynamics during cell migration (University of Sao Paulo, Brazil) he moved to  
New York, USA to pursue his Ph.D. degree (Columbia University). Remarkably, his graduate work has shed light 
onto the mechanisms underlying the recycling of different adhesion components that are critical for cell motility 
(Nader et al., 2016, Nat Cell Biol). After completing his Ph.D. research, Guilherme moved to Paris where he 
is currently working as a postdoctoral fellow in the group of Matthieu Piel (IPGG). His postdoctoral research 
focuses on the consequences of nuclear envelope deformation and rupture during confined cell migration.  
He also investigates what factors are critical in determining distinct cellular responses upon increasing degrees 
of nuclear deformations. 

Chwee Teck LIM
NUS Society (NUSS) Professor

Acting Director, BIGHEART 
(Biomedical Institute for Global Health Research and Technology)
Mechanobiology Institute
Department of Biomedical Engineering, Faculty of EngineeringN 
NUS (National University of Singapore)

Cell mechanics based microfluidic platforms  
for disease diagnosis and therapy

ABSTRACT
There are approximately 5 billion cells in one milliliter of blood with red blood cells (RBCs) 
accounting for >99% of all cellular components. Besides blood constituents, pathogenic 
microorganisms or diseased cells can also be present in peripheral blood. In fact, this is of 
clinical significance as their presence in blood can present possible routes for disease detection, 
diagnosis and even therapy. However, the presence of the large number of RBCs complicates 
removal of pathogens in blood as well as makes disease diagnosis such as detection of rare 
circulating tumour cells (CTCs) in blood of cancer patients extremely challenging. Here, we 
address these issues and demonstrate that physical biomarkers such as cell size and deformability 
can be effectively used for diseased cell detection (for diagnosis) as well as separation  
(for therapy) from blood using microfluidics by leveraging on its many inherent advantages 
such as high sensitivity and spatial resolution, short processing time and low device cost.  
We developed a suite of microfluidic biochips that exploit the principles of size/deformability 
based separation as well as inertial focusing to allow for high throughput continual detection 
and separation of diseased cells such as bacteria, malaria infected red blood cells and CTCs.  
We will showcase examples of diagnosis of cancer via the detection and retrieval of CTCs from 
peripheral blood of patients via a routine blood draw (aka liquid biopsy), detection of malaria 
infected red blood cells as well as therapy by demonstrating the extracorporeal removal of bacteria 
from. These simple, efficient and cost effective microfluidic platforms will be imperative in realising 
point-of-care (POC) diagnostics as well as the enrichment of clinical samples for subsequent 
downstream molecular analyses.

BIOGRAPHY 
Professor Lim is the inaugural NUSS Professor, Principal Investigator at MBI as well as Acting 
Director of BIGHEART at NUS. His research interests include mechanobiology of human 
diseases and microfluidic technologies for diagnosis and precision medicine. Prof Lim has 
authored more than 350 journal papers including in Nature, Nature Materials, Nature Comm, 
Nature Protocols and PNAS.  He is an elected Fellow of both the AIMBE and the IAMBE and 
elected member of the World Council of Biomechanics. He currently sits on the editorial 
boards of more than 20 international journals. Prof Lim and his team have garnered more than  
70 research awards and honors including the International Precision Medicine Center  
Conference Prize 2017, Asian Scientist 100 in 2016, ASEAN Outstanding Engineering Achievement 
Award 2016, Wall Street Journal Asian Innovation Award (Gold) 2012, President’s Technology 
Award 2011 and the IES Prestigious Engineering Achievement Award 2010, 2016 among others.
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Andrew GRIFFITHS
Professor

Director, Laboratory of BioChemistry, Unit 8231 CBI
ESPCI Paris
(L’École Supérieure de Physique et Chimie Industrielles) 

Droplet-based microfluidics to study the emergence  
and dynamics of evolving systems

ABSTRACT
In droplet-based microfluidic systems, aqueous femtolitre to nanolitre droplets, flowing 
in inert fluorinated carrier oils, are used as independent microreactors. The droplets can 
be made, incubated, split, fused, and sorted based on fluorescence, all at kHz frequencies, 
allowing ultrahigh-throughput analysis using minimal quantities of reagents. These systems 
can be used to address fundamental questions related to the origin of life. For example,  
how transient compartmentalisation in natural abiotic compartments could have  
prevented takeover by parasitic replicators before evolution of the first protocells. 
Droplet-based microfluidic systems are also well adapted to high-throughput single-cell 
analysis as the droplets are roughly the same size as cells. We show how the phenotype, 
transcriptome or epigenome of tens of thousands to millions of cells can be analysed  
using droplet-based microfluidics and demonstrate how this can be applied to study 
immune responses and cancer, which are also Darwinian systems, and to discover 
therapeutic antibodies.

BIOGRAPHY 
While working with Greg Winter at the MRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology (LMB), 
Cambridge, Andrew Griffiths developid phage-display for the selection of human 
antibodies for therapy. This led to the creation of Cambridge Antibody Technology 
and Domantis and to the World’s top selling drug Humira®. He then developed, with  
Dr. Dan Tawfik, a novel system for high-throughput screening and directed evolution 
based on in vitro compartmentalisation (IVC) of reactions in aqueous microdroplets in  
water-in-oil emulsions. Since 2005 Dr. Griffiths has been developing droplet-based 
microfluidic systems to study the emergence (origin of life) and dynamics of evolving 
systems at different scales, from the molecular scale (autocatalytic chemical systems,  
RNAs and proteins) to the cellular scale (immune system). His research at ESPCI 
Paris combines fundamental research and technology transfer, notably based around 
single-cell analysis for diagnostics, therapeutic antibody discovery, immunomodulation- 
based therapies and natural products.
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Jacques FATTACCIOLI
Associate Professor

Microfluidics Laboratory
Division of Chemistry 
ENS (L’École Normale Supérieure)

Functionalised emulsion droplets in the immune context

ABSTRACT
Oil-in-water emulsion droplets are deformable particles, with a surface that can be 
functionalised by biologically adhesive molecules. Having a fluid interface, these molecules 
are laterally mobile, making the whole micro particle able to interact with immune cells 
and respond to receptor solicitations. In this talk, I will present how using emulsion droplets 
in this context, in addition to microfluidic devices, is a powerful tool to study phagocytosis, 
cell migration, and antigen extraction by B cells.

BIOGRAPHY 
Dr. Fattaccioli is appointed Associate Professor at UPMC, within the Microfluidics groups 
of the Chemistry Department of ENS. His research takes place at IPGG. After having 
graduated from his Ph.D. in Chemistry in 2006, he moved as a postdoc to the Institute of 
Industrial Science of the University of Tokyo, until 2009 where he got tenured at UPMC. 
Dr. Fattaccioli works on the development of methods based on the use of functional 
droplets and microfluidic devices to address biological questions in the immune context.
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Saif KHAN
Associate Professor

Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering,
Faculty of Engineering
NUS (National University of Singapore)

Embedding liquid lasers within (or around) aqueous  
microfluidic droplets 

ABSTRACT
In this talk, I will discuss our recent work on the incorporation of dye-based liquid lasers 
within or around flowing aqueous microfluidic droplets. Specifically, we use organic dye 
solutions in benzyl alcohol and either disperse an ensemble of small (∼20 μm) lasing 
droplets within large (∼500 μm) aqueous droplets flowing in a simple glass capillary-
based microfluidic device, or ‘wrap’ a thin (∼10 μm) lasing benzyl alcohol shell around 
larger (∼560 μm) microfluidic aqueous droplets. I will discuss experimental and theoretical 
characterisation of the lasing behavior in both cases, which is supported by whispering-
gallery mode (WGM) optical resonances at the droplet interfaces. Furthermore, I will 
showcase a simple application of our method, which highlights the advantages of having 
embedded, spatially segregated laser sources within a droplet containing a model (bio)
analyte solution. With this method, each microfluidic droplet now functions not only as an 
isolated experiment flask, but is also capable of on drop sensing that exploits WGM-based 
lasing, thus expanding the possibilities for online monitoring of biophysical/biochemical 
processes and sensitive detection of biomolecules in droplet-based microfluidics. 

BIOGRAPHY 
Dr. Saif A. Khan obtained a Bachelor’s Degree in Chemical Engineering at the University 
Department of Chemical Technology (UDCT), Mumbai where he was the university gold 
medallist. He received his Ph.D. in Chemical Engineering from Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology in 2006, where he was a Presidential Fellow. In 2006, he joined the National 
University of Singapore (NUS), where he is currently a tenured Associate Professor 
of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering. His research group at NUS develops new 
microfluidics-based ‘factories’ for the continuous manufacture of pharmaceuticals and 
advanced materials in collaboration with several industrial partners worldwide. Dr. Khan 
has also co-founded two start-up companies focused on advanced materials manufacturing 
and opthalmic drug delivery.

Jerome BIBETTE
Professor

Director, Chemistry, Biology and Innovation Unit
Colloids and Divided Materials, Unit 8231 CBI
ESPCI Paris
(L’École Supérieure de Physique et Chimie Industrielles)

Metabolic diversification supports adaptation  
of yeast cells to a severe challenge

ABSTRACT
How populations of cells adapt to changing environments remains a major question in evolutionary 
biology. In the classical neo-Darwinian evolutionary picture, random genetic mutations cause 
phenotypic variations, enabling the proliferation of rare variants that are better adapted to the 
new environment. These variants should already exist in the population, or cells must survive the 
challenge long enough to adapt. Indeed, subpopulations of bacterial, yeast and cancer “persister” 
cells are known to survive drug treatment and may be an important factor in the evolution of 
drug resistance. However, a single-cell level, real-time analysis of the metabolic response supporting 
adaptation has hitherto not been possible. Here we show that simultaneous measurements 
of metabolism and division of thousands of individual Saccharomyces cerevisiae cells, using  
a droplet-based microfluidic system can be used to capture adaptation at the single-cell level.  
Our results may provide a new global framework to understand adaptation of eukaryote cells on 
physiological time scales.

BIOGRAPHY 
Dr. Jerome Bibette is a Professor at ESPCI, founder and Director of the Colloids and Divided 
Materials Lab at ESPCI from 2001 and the Chemistry Biology Innovations Institute in ESPCI from 2014.  
Major research accomplishments include, i) inventing the first route to prepare Brownian  
monodisperse emulsions, ii) and from these new colloids demonstrating various important 
interactions and phases transition mechanisms in colloidal science, iii) inventing and develop the 
first technique to directly probe force-distance profiles between colloidal particles, iv) developing 
a general understanding of metastability and coalescence of emulsions, v) developing tools for 
production as well as a general understanding of controlled emulsification by shear, and applied it 
to double emulsion and magnetic emulsion large scale preparation. vi) developing new magnetic 
colloids from emulsion and invented new techniques based on self-assembling of these particles 
for DNA separation in microfluidic and ultra-rapid proteins detection, vii) developing new 
techniques to probe single bio-complex elasticity and recognition rate, and evidenced the first 
microscopic swimming device from these structures, Viii) setting the basis for creating colloidal 
isomers including double helix as DNA and more recently IIX) opening routes for single cell high 
throughput phenotypic and functional screening anf finally IX) discovering mesoscopic structures 
in which human tissues can be grown and assayed. Honors and awards include Member of 
Institut Universitaire de France in 1994, and the Silver Medal of CNRS in Chemistry in 2000.  
Professor Bibetter has authored around 140 peer reviewed papers, and 80 Patents, with an 
H-Index (web of science) of 44. He is the founder of 11 companies including Ademtech (France) 
in 2000, Raindance Technologies (USA, MA) in 2004, HiFiBiO in 2013,  Biomillenia in 2014 Millidrop 
Instrument in 2015, Calyx and more recently I-sphere, Cyprio and Vertura for respectively biotech 
reactants, tissue engineering and bio agriculture.
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Jean-Louis VIOVY
Professor

Research Director,
CNRS (Centre National Français de la Recherche Scientifique)
Head, MMBM team  
(Macromolecules and Microsystems in Biology and Medicine)
Institut Curie

Pushing microfluidics towards clinical applications

ABSTRACT
Microfluidics-based microdevices are now steadily making their way as a major tool in 
biomedical research. They yielded particularly impressive applications in massively parallel 
technologies, such as digital sequencing, or as a key (and often unrecognised) component 
of next generation sequencing machines. The penetration of microfluidics in the field 
of diagnosis, however, is more difficult. It involves mostly either direct transposition of 
research tools to medical questions, with high cost problems, or the rational application 
of microfluidics to existing technologies such as lateral flow assay, in which the progress 
is rather incremental. In this talk, we shall discuss the challenges that may explain in part  
these difficulties, and propose some solutions and applications, based on the use of 
magnetic particles as a common denominator.  
        This work was supported in part by European projects ERCadg CellO, H2020 Pilot 
HoliFAB, and French ANR-PIA projects DIGIDIAG and IPGG.

BIOGRAPHY 
Professor Viovy is Research Director at the CNRS (Centre National de la Recherche 
Scientifique) in France. Since 1999, he leads within the Institut Curie (UMR168) the MMBM 
team (Macromolecules and Microsystems in Biology and Medicine) comprising about  
25 researchers. He was awarded the Bronze Medal of the CNRS (1983), the Polymer Prize 
of the French Chemical Society (1996), the Philip Morris Scientific Prize in 1996 (with  
F. Caron, D. Chatenay and R. Lavery), two OSEO Entrepreneurship Awards in 2004 
and 2005, and the Lifetime Achievement Award of American Electrophoresis Society in 
2016. He is author or co-author of more than 220 articles (h-factor 45, citation index 
>7000) and 30 patents. He was granted in 2013 an ERCadg funding for the topic of 
development of artificial organs. He is member of the board of the Chemical and Biological  
Microsystems Society, which organises the MicroTAS conference, and was chairman of  
this conference in 2007 in Paris.

Yi-Chin TOH
Assistant Professor

Biomedical Institute for Global Health Research & Technology
(BIGHEART) 
Singapore Institute for Neurotechnology (SINAPSE)
NUS Tissue Engineering Program 
Department of Biomedical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering
NUS (National University of Singapore)

Engineering microfluidics for probing heterogeneity  
in tumor-environment interactions

ABSTRACT
Cancer is a highly heterogeneous disease, thus a “one-size-fits-all” treatment approach has not 
been effective in cancer management. Interactions between tumor and their environment at the 
cellular and systemic levels have been shown to contribute to variability in therapy outcomes. 
Tumor cells interact at the cellular level with immune cells and tumor associated fibroblasts to 
modulate tumor cell susceptibility to various treatment modalities. At the systemic level, anti-cancer 
drugs can cause differential toxic side effects to other tissues, which limits the maximum tolerable 
dose for patients. While patient derived xenografts (PDx) are being explored as mouse avatars for 
pre-clinical screening of an optimal personalised therapeutic regime, animal models are expansive 
and not scalable for screening applications. To fill this technological gap, we have developed a suite 
of microfluidic avatar systems, which integrate the biological diversity of patient-derived tumor 
cells and high configurability of microfluidic systems, to model and measure tumor-environment 
interactions at the cellular and systemic level. A 3D microenvironment can be engineered using 
micropillar structures to support the formation and remodeling of patient-derived tumor cells into 
3D micro-tumors (PD-mTs).  We have developed a modular approach to achieve system integration 
with various microfluidic components such as micro-pumps and valves, and a second tissue chip 
to facilitate the study of systemic effects of chemotherapeutic drugs. Finally, we demonstrate the 
use of hydrodynamic cell pairing arrays to develop a new probabilistic-based assay for measuring  
inter-patient differences in tumor cells’ intrinsic susceptibility to immune-mediated killing. 

BIOGRAPHY 
Dr. Yi-Chin Toh obtained her B.Eng. in Chemical Engineering and Ph.D. in Bioengineering from the 
National University of Singapore in 2001 and 2008 respectively. She did her post-doctoral training 
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 2008 before joining the Institute of Bioengineering 
and Nanotechnology, A*STAR as a research scientist in 2010. Currently, she is an Assistant Professor 
in the Department of Biomedical Engineering at the National University of Singapore. Her research 
interest is in designing and engineering micro-systems to control and understand the spatio-temporal 
relationships between cellular microenvironments and stem cell fate specification during normal and 
pathogenic tissue patterning. These micro-engineered stem cell models will in turn be translated 
into scalable platforms for disease modelling and drug testing applications. Dr. Toh is a recipient of 
the National University of Singapore Research Scholarship, A*STAR Graduate Scholarship and 
A*STAR International Fellowship.
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26 JANUARY, Manufacturing & Commercialisation
Darren LIM
Senior Consultant 

Division of Medical Oncology 
National Cancer Centre Singapore
Singapore & Duke-NUS Medical School
Director, SingHealth Investigational Medicine Unit

Microfluidics in cancer

ABSTRACT
The promise of microfluidics applications in cancer has advanced tremendously over 
the last decade. ‘Point-of-care’ testing using microfluidics is now a reality in isolation of 
circulating tumor cells. Other applications where microfluidics has been studied relate to 
cancer diagnostics and therapeutics, and studies related to understanding tumor biology.  
However, limits on rare cell detection and subsequent downstream analysis, as well as the 
representativeness of in vitro systems in comparison to in vivo systems have been identified 
as potential limitations for the application of this technology.  Nonetheless, these are likely 
to be overcome with greater interface, crosstalk, and advances between medicine and 
engineering.   

BIOGRAPHY 
Dr. Darren Wan-Teck Lim is a Senior Consultant, Division of Medical Oncology, 
National Cancer Centre Singapore. He is also Clinical and Scientific Director of 
SingHealth Investigational Medicine Unit, and PI at the Institute of Molecular and Cell 
Biology, A*STAR. He holds academic and teaching appointments as Associate Professor,  
Duke-NUS Medical School, and Adjunct Clinical Lecturer, Yong Loo Lin School  
of Medicine, National University of Singapore (NUS). His clinical interests are in lung, 
thyroid and head and neck cancers. His research interests are in early phase clinical trials 
with biomarker correlates.

Yong CHEN
Professor

Research Director, 
CNRS (Centre National Français de la Recherche Scientifique) 
Head,  Microfluidics Pole,  
ENS (L’École Normale Supérieure)

Large scale manufacturing of microfluidic cell-integration devices

ABSTRACT
Understanding, mimicking and recreating in vivo cellular and tissue conditions remain 
an active endeavor toward clinical and industrial applications of the stem cells and 
particularly human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs). By using both conventional 
and nonconventional nanofabrication techniques, we succeeded off-ground culture 
and differentiation of hiPSCs on monolayer nanofibers of gelatine. Both functional 
cardiomyocytes and neurons were obtained which could be easily handled and used 
for plug & play measurements of extracellular potentials as well as toxicity tests.  
Based on this patch form cell constructs, we developed a new manufacturing technique 
for lab on a chip integration and automation. This device technique could also be used 
for liquid biopsy of circulating tumor cells in cancer diagnosis. In this talk, I will discuss to 
explore the potential of this approach in biomedical research, diagnosis, disease modelling, 
drug screening and regenerative medicine.

BIOGRAPHY 
Professor  Yong Chen is Research Director of CNRS (1st class), Head of Pole for 
Microfluidics at the Ecole Normale Supérieure (ENS) of Paris, Changjiang Scholar 
at Peking University and Guest Professor of Jianghan University. In the past, he also 
served as Professor of ENS (2003-2008), Distinguished Chair Professor of Polytechnic 
University of Hong Kong (2007-2012), and Professor and PI of the Institute for Integrated  
Cell-Material at Kyoto University (2008-2017). Sequentially, he has worked on 
semiconductor quantum structures, nanophotonics, nanomagnetism, X-ray lithography, 
nanoimprint lithography, microfluidics, and integrated cell-material systems. Currently, he is 
focusing on stem cell based research and applications involving nanofabrication, microfluidics, 
and automation technologies. Overall, he has contributed to more than 400 papers in 
peer-reviewed journals and about 60 national and international research projects (SCI). 
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Ali Asgar BHAGAT
Chief Operating Officer

Clearbridge Biomedics

Microfluidics medical device development

ABSTRACT
In this talk, I will introduce ISO13485 quality management standard for the design, 
development and manufacturing of a medical device. These standards ensures that the 
development process of the medical device will result in a product that is safe, effective, 
and meets user needs and intended use requirements. Following this, the talk will briefly 
introduce key considerations in the commercialisation of microfluidics based medical 
devices.

BIOGRAPHY 
Dr. Ali Asgar Bhagat is the Chief Operating Officer (COO) of Clearbridge Biomedics 
and the inventor of the ‘Dean Flow Fractionation’ cell separation concept. He leads the 
design and development of their microfluidics products and is an inventor on numerous 
granted patents and author of over 30 peer-reviewed scientific publications.  Ali’s interests 
lie in developing technologies and products, building teams, and taking a concept from 
prototype to commercial launch.
        Ali received his MS (2006) and Ph.D. (2009) in Electrical Engineering from the 
University of Cincinnati, USA. Following his degree, he held an Associate Scientist position at  
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA. Before joining Clearbridge, Ali worked as a 
Research Scientist in the newly formed Biosystems and Micromechanics (BioSyM) group at  
the Singapore-MIT Alliance for Research and Technology (SMART) Centre, Singapore. 

Zhiping WANG
Programme Manager

Singapore Insitute of Manufacturing Technology
A*STAR (Agency for Science, Technology and Research)

Tackling the challenges in microfluidics device design  
and manufacturing

ABSTRACT
Microfluidics and its applications, particularly Lab-on-a-chip devices/systems, have been 
developing rapidly in recent years.  In this talk, we will present SIMTech’s work in establishing 
the scalable manufacturing processes and development of microfluidics products,  
and discuss the key challenges and solutions in design and mass production of polymer 
based microfluidics devices. 

BIOGRAPHY 
Dr. Wang Zhiping is the Director of Emerging Applications Division of Singapore Institute 
of Manufacturing Technology (SIMTech), where he is leading several multidisciplinary 
research programmes in developing emerging technologies for industrial applications, 
including microfluidics manufacturing, large area process and biomanufacturing.   
Dr. Wang received his D.Phil degree in Engineering Science in 1990 from Oxford University.  
Since then, he has held various positions as Research Fellow, Senior Research Fellow, 
Group Manager of Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology (1992-2002), Senior 
Manager of Global Industry Technology Center, Philips Mobile Display Systems (2002-
2006), CTO of Advanpack Solutions (2006-2007), and Programme Manager of the 
Microfluidics Manufacturing Programme in SIMTech (2007-2014), Programme Manager 
of the Large Area Process Programme in SIMTech (2014-2015), Director of Research 
Programmes (2011-2015) and Divisional Director (2015-present). His current research 
interest is in microfluidics technology and its applications. 
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Patrick TABELING
Professor

Director, Institut Pierre-Gilles de Gennes (IPGG) 
Head, Microfluidics, MEMS and Nanostructures Laboratory, 
ESPCI Paris  
(L’École Supérieure de Physique et Chimie Industrielles)

Universal diagram of particle deposition in microchannels

ABSTRACT
Owing to its importance in different domains (filters, porous media, energy, pollution, 
fouling…), the phenomenon of particle deposition on solid surfaces has been studied for 
decades. However, today, a comprehensive description does not exist. This is due in part 
to its complexity and to a lack of experimental data. Before they deposit on a wall, i.e. 
at submicrometric distances from it, particles are subjected to a variety of effects, which 
control their trajectories and complicate their analysis: hydrodynamic forces, hindered 
diffusion, adhesion, and electrostatic forces. The existing theories and phenomenologies, 
due to their inherent limitations, and the numerical and experimental studies, due to 
their scarcity, did not allow thus far to establish a description of the deposition process.  
Here, by coupling microfluidic experiments, theory and numerics, and restricting 
ourselves to the case of microchannels, we succeed to establish a general description of 
the phenomenon, for a broad range of conditions that cover most of the situations of  
practical interest.

BIOGRAPHY 
Professor Patrick Tabeling is Directeur de Recherches CNRS, Professor at ESPCI, and  
Director of the Institut Pierre-Gilles de Gennes. He is leader of the  MMN group  
(Microfluidics MEMS and Nanostructures Laboratory) composed of 20 researchers 
(academic, Ph.D. students and postdocs). He occupied various positions in different 
laboratories: Visiting Researcher in Chicago University (1984-1985), Chargé/Directeur 
de Recherches CNRS in the Department of Physics in ENS (1985-2001), Visiting 
Professor to UCLA. He was Professor Chargé de Cours at the Ecole Polytechnique 
(1996-2008). He is the author of 200 papers, 20 patents and 100 invited talks in 
international conferences. He was Divisionnal Editor of Physical Review Letters, 
Associate Editor of Physics of Fluids. He is a member of Academia Europae, and was 
recipient of a Slichting and Sorken award. Professor Tabeling published the book entitled 
“An introduction to microfluidics” (Oxford University Press — a French version 
being edited by Belin — in 2005. Since 2011, he has been the Director of the Institut  
Pierre-Gilles de Gennes and, since 2017, Institut Carnot IPGG.

Marjan ABDORAHIM
Ph.D. Student 

Microfluidics, MEMS and Nanostructures Laboratory,
ESPCI Paris 
(L’École Supérieure de Physique et Chimie Industrielles)

Microfluidic actuators based on temperature-responsive hydrogels

ABSTRACT
Stimuli-responsive hydrogels for fluids actuation has gained much attention due to the 
ability to undergo large volume changes when a stimulus (for example, thermal, photonic, 
chemical or electrical) is applied. However, limitations, in terms of spatial resolution, speed, 
reliability and integration, have hindered its development during the past two decades. 
To address this issues, we present new technology based on grafting and patterning of 
poly(N isopropylacrylamide) PNIPAM hydrogel films on plane substrates with a 2 μm 
horizontal resolution. The closing and opening times of the valve estimated 0.6 ± 0.1  
and 0.25 ± 0.15, respectively. Caging is another functionality of hydrogel based system  
which is achieved by patterning hydrogel in the shape of square enclosures.  
Two applications of this technology are illustrated in the domain of single cell handling and 
the nuclear acid amplification test (NAAT) for the Human Synaptojanin 1 gene, which is 
suspected to be involved in several neurodegenerative diseases.

BIOGRAPHY 
Marjan Abdorahim is a first-year Ph.D. student at IPGG with interdisciplinary research 
interests in using structured hydrogel in microfluidic systems. Her research focuses 
particularly on hydrogel-based microfluidics for single cell study.  She holds a Bachelor’s 
Degree in Material Science and Engineering from Sharif University of Technology (Tehran, 
Iran). She gained experience as an undergraduate at RCNAM Lablatory, working on 
hydrogels conjugated with Thermo-responsive coated Magnetic Nanoparticles for 
cartilage tissue engineering, before moving to Paris to receive her Master’s Degree in 
Physical Chemistry at Université Paris Sud.
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Michinao HASHIMOTO
Assistant Professor

Engineering Product Development 
SUTD (Singapore University for Technology and Design)

Additive manufacturing for fabrication  
of microfluidic devices

ABSTRACT
Recent advance in additive manufacturing potentiated the fabrication of microchannels, 
albeit with limitations in resolution of printed structures, freedom of geometry, and choice 
of printable materials. We investigated two approaches using 3D printing for fabrication 
of microfluidic channels, and investigated their characteristics, suitability and limitation. 
The first approach is sacrificial molding. We fabricated mechanically stable molds for 
3D microchannels that can be completely removed in water. The process of fabrication 
is compatible with broad range of rigid and soft polymer matrices cured by heat or 
ultraviolet (UV) light. Importantly, the mold is stable and resilient in hydrogels despite 
being hygroscopic, which allows for fabrication of microchannels in biocompatible matrices.  
The second approach is direct fabrication of microfluidic molds by 3D printing.  
We evaluated four common techniques of 3D printing — fused deposition modelling 
(FDM), selective laser sintering (SLS), stereolithography (SL) and photo-polymer inkjet 
printing (PJ) for their suitability to fabricate molds for soft lithography. 3D printing of 
soft lithography molds allows us to engineer, in a facile manner, microchannels with  
non-planar cross-sections and those with axial gradients in height. These 3D microchannels 
allow manipulation of fluids within the channel in a manner that is impossible in planar 
microchannels. 

BIOGRAPHY 
Dr. Michinao Hashimoto is an Assistant Professor at Singapore University of Technology 
and Design leading Soft Fluidics Group. Centered around an overarching research theme 
of microfluidics, the group tackles on various cross-disciplinary themes in biomedical 
engineering, digital fabrication, and soft robotics. Michinao received his B.S. degrees in 
Chemistry and Biochemistry/Biophysics from Oregon State University (2003), and Ph.D. 
degree from Harvard University (2009), followed by postdoctoral training at MIT and 
Children’s Hospital Boston. 
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Chia-Hung CHEN
Assistant Professor

Biomedical Institute for Global Health Research & Technology
(BIGHEART) 
Department of Biomedical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering
NUS (National University of Singapore)

Single cell enzyme analysis for precision medicine  
by using continuous flow microfluidics

ABSTRACT
Precision medicine refers to giving the right therapeutics, to the right patient, at the right 
time. In the context of cancer, successful implementation of precision medicine, requires 
treatment individualisation not only taking into account patient and tumor factors, but 
also tumor heterogeneity and tumor evolution over time. In this study, a continuous 
flow microfluidic device was developed as a functional flow cytometer (μ-FACS) to 
detect secreted multiplexed protease activities at single cell resolution. The individual 
cells from patient samples are encapsulated within water-in-oil droplets for single cell 
multiplexed protease assay. We modified FRET (fluorescence resonance energy transfer) 
-based substrates to accommodate different fluorescent pairs with distinct excitation 
and emission wavelengths to obtain multiple signals from droplets containing single cells.  
Four substrate-protease reactions in a droplet were simultaneously monitored at three 
distinct pairs of fluorescent excitation (UV: 400nm, B: 470nm, G: 546nm, R: 635nm) and 
emission (B: 520nm, G: 580nm, R: 670nm) wavelengths. To infer a quantitative profile of 
multiple proteolytic activities from single cells, we applied the computational method 
Proteolytic Activity Matrix Analysis (PrAMA). The capability to determine multiple 
protease activities at single cell resolution has the potential to characterise tumor progress 
of individual patients.

BIOGRAPHY 
Dr. Chia-Hung Chen is an Assistant Professor in Biomedical Engineering at the National 
University of Singapore. His current research is focused on developing a continuous flow 
microfluidic device for single cell enzyme measurement for tumor analysis. As a Principal 
Investigator at NUS, Dr. Chen has successfully obtained external (government/industry) 
Iunding to support his research team, with ~3M USD of research expenditures over ~5 
years, and his lab has delivered research outcomes. Moreover, Dr. Chen has effectively 
interacted with a diverse community of students and faculty to address challenges in device 
development and healthcare to fabricate novel products. Given his expertise in systems 
engineering and fluidic devices, he has collaborated with bioinformatics researchers and 
clinicians at the National University Hospital of Singapore (NUHS) and Massachusetts 
General Hospital (MGH) to develop diagnostic tools for use in translational medicine and 
a real-time monitoring system for individual therapeutics.
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Huilin SHAO
Assistant Professor (BIGHEART Faculty PI)

Biomedical Institute for Global Health Research & Technology
(BIGHEART) 
Department of Biomedical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering
Department of Surgery, Yong Loo Lin School of Medicine
NUS (National University of Singapore)

Biosensor platforms for molecular analyses  
of circulating exosomes

ABSTRACT
The growing emphasis on personalised medicine significantly increases the need to 
analyse key molecular markers. In comparison to tissue biopsies, circulating biomarkers 
(liquid biopsies) can be conveniently and repeatedly obtained from biofluids with 
minimal complications. In particular, exosomes have recently emerged as a promising  
circulating biomarker. Exosomes are nanometer-sized membrane vesicles actively shed 
off by cells and possess unique advantages: they abound in biofluids, readily cross the 
blood brain barrier and harbor diverse molecular contents. A sensor platform capable of 
sensitive and rapid detection of exosomes would thus be an invaluable tool in translating 
their clinical potential. In this talk, I will describe various systems that we have developed 
for quantitative analyses of circulating cancer exosomes. By enabling rapid, sensitive and 
cost-effective detection of circulating biomarkers, these platforms could significantly 
expand the reach of previously under-appreciated biomarkers in human trials.

BIOGRAPHY 
Dr. Huilin Shao received her BA from Cornell University, with a double major in 
Biological Sciences and in Physics. She completed her dual Ph.D. (Biophysics) at Harvard 
University and Ph.D. (Medical Engineering) from Harvard-MIT Health Sciences and 
Technology (HST) under the guidance of Profs. Ralph Weissleder and Robert S. Langer. 
After a postdoctoral fellowship with Prof. Hakho Lee at Massachusetts General Hospital,  
Harvard Medical School, Dr. Shao returned to Singapore and started her research group.  
She is currently Principal Investigator, Biomedical Institute for Global Health Research 
and Technology (BIGHEART), and Assistant Professor, Departments of Biomedical 
Engineering and Surgery, National University of Singapore. Her research focuses on 
developing integrated nanotechnology-based platforms for molecular analyses of novel 
biomarkers. Her work has been published in top journals such as Nature Biotechnology,  
Nature Medicine, Nature Communications and highlighted in major reviews and popular 
news media.

Lih Feng CHEOW
Assistant Professor (BIGHEART Faculty PI)

Biomedical Institute for Global Health Research & Technology
(BIGHEART) 
Department of Biomedical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering
NUS (National University of Singapore)

Enabling single cell multi-omics analysis with microfluidics

ABSTRACT
A hallmark of multicellularism is the diversity of specialised cell types with specific gene 
expression patterns. Dynamic control of gene expression involves many layers of regulations 
including epigenetic factors such as DNA methylation. In view of the complexity of gene 
regulation, individual data type alone cannot fully depict the developmental stages or cellular 
subtypes of a sample. Integrating data of multiple “omic” dimensions, including DNA methylation, 
gene expression, and genotype information from the same biological sample can collectively 
provide a more comprehensive picture of genome regulation during normal development  
and pathogenesis.
        Here, we present a method to simultaneously interrogate DNA methylation state, gene 
expression and gene mutation at particular loci in single cells in an automated, high throughput 
microfluidic platform. We applied this platform to profile cellular heterogeneity in single cells 
from human fibroblast cell population undergoing reprogramming to induced pluripotent stem 
cells, and show that we can simultaneously capture the gene expression and DNA methylation 
dynamics of the single cells at various stages of reprogramming. We then applied this platform 
to interrogate cell-to-cell variability in primary lung adenocarcinoma. We detected substantial 
cell type heterogeneity in the primary tumor based on gene expression of marker genes 
and a subpopulation of epithelial cells were found to be hypermethylated in a set of tumor 
associated loci. This result reflects the rich microenvironment of the tumor, and also a unique 
epigenetic and gene expression profile of the tumor subpopulation that distinguish them from 
the stromal cells. In conclusion, single cell analysis uncovers important molecular variations 
in cellular subpopulations that would guide disease diagnosis and shed light on fundamental 
biological processes.

BIOGRAPHY 
Dr. Lih Feng Cheow received his B.Sc. (Electrical and Computer Engineering from Cornell 
University and Ph.D. (Electrical Engineering and Computer Science from Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology. He was a Senior Research Fellow in the Microfluidics Systems  
Biology lab at the Institute of Molecular and Cell Biology and is currently an Assistant Professor 
in the Department of Biomedical Engineering, with affiliation to the Biomedical Institute for 
Global Health Research and Technology (BIGHEART). His research interest is in developing 
technology platforms to perform precision measurements of multiple modalities (e.g. genetic, 
epigenetic, transcriptomics) in individual cells, and inventing innovative technologies for  
bio-sample preparation and disease diagnosis to meet the evolving healthcare needs of society.
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